Deserts Lesser Punishments David T Snyder
philosophies of punishment - māris luste - under this revised retributive theory of just deserts, punishment should ﬁt primarily the moral gravity of the crime and, to a lesser extent, the characteristics of the
offender. philosophy of punishment - northwestern university - deserts merely for the benefit of those
potentially criminal who, in the absence of such extra punishment, might themselves commit crime. this
makes every punished criminal a martyr. mpc —the root of the problem: just deserts and risk ... properly divert those who commit less serious crimes from prison to lesser punishments, and may properly
increase the duration of imprisonment for some of the most serious offenders. the source of this reluctance is
the single most daunting impediment to meaningful sentencing improvement: our wholesale surrender to
undifferentiated just deserts as mainstream sentencing’s only responsibility ... running head: post-crime
mitigating evidence crime ... - psychology research on the use of mitigating evidence has found that jurors
assign lesser punishments if they consider certain hardships faced by a defendant before his or her crimes
(barnett, brodsky, & price, 2007; sandys, pruss, & walsh, 2009). why retributivists should be for leniency
in punishment - of punishments that seems appropriate, either on absolute or relative grounds, but we
cannot confidently single out a particular punishment within that range. such uncertainty, i argue, should make
the retributivist opt for a lesser punishment. proportionality in the philosophy of punishment author(s
... - the ill deserts of those punished. in gauging punishments' net social in gauging punishments' net social
benefits, general deterrent effects are deemed of particular importance. proportionality in sentencing: the
justiciable palliative ... - proportionality in sentencing emerged in the 1970s as a response to the failings of
those rationales of punishment that sought lengthier terms of imprisonment for offenders. historically,
proportionality was not a central principle of sentencing given that most serial killers: capital punishment
for the most evil crimes - punishments they used included banishment, torture, mutilation, and death. in
many cases, the in many cases, the punishments were worst than the crime committed. the death penalty
and the way we think now - loyola law school - the death penalty and the way we think now r. george
wright* i. introduction the death penalty is a matter of continuing fascination. crit- a method for the
madness: restorative justice as a valid ... - punishment, so society can choose the lesser of these two
evils (punishment) to increase the community's aggregate happiness. to foster some sort of good out of a
particular punishment, the utilitarians offer two principal aims: deterrence and rehabilitation.4 in criminological
discourse, incapacitation may also be understood as a utilitarian punishment.5 however, though such a course
of ... the poverty of punishment* - austlii - choice of punishments,6 returned to the enlightenment thinkers
beccaria and kant in its theory of "just deserts" and accepted: "kant's view that a person should be punished
because he deserves it.
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